An example
It is common to illustrate the central-limit effect by computing means of samples from a nonsymmetric distribution and showing that the distribution of the mean tends to a normal distribution as the sample size increases. This is best illustrated with graphical displays. Graphics with R -p.8/37
Using lattice graphics 
16
Graphics with R -p.9/37
Using the formula-data specification Most of the high-level R graphics functions allow a formula-data specification for the plot. In trellis-style graphics from the lattice package the formula-data specification is the only way to specify a plot.
A formula in S is indicated by the character. Because formulas are used to specify statistical models, this character is often read as "is modelled as". The second argument in a formula-data specification is usually a data frame with variables corresponding to the names in the formula.
To use the formula-data specification, first construct a data frame with the data to be plotted. The preferred form is to "stack" all the data into a single column with accompanying columns that indicate the groups of observations.
Stacking the simulation data
Recall the simulated data of means and medians of samples of size 1, 4, and 16 from an exponential distribution. We arrange this into a data frame with 6000 rows and three columns -the simulated data, the sample size being simulated, and an indicator of mean or median.
The gl function can be used to generate patterned data like the sample size and the type of simulation. 
Formulas specifying plots
The general form of a formula specifying a plot is y˜x | g where y is assigned to the vertical axis, x is assigned to the horizontal axis, and g is a grouping factor or expression.
For special cases like the histogram, the vertical axis is pre-specified. In these cases we use a one-sided formula where y is omitted.
In trellis graphics functions the grouping expression can include multiple factors separated by an arithmetic operator -often the * because this indicates "crossing" the factors. Graphics with R -p.14/37
Changing the lattice layout
The layout argument in lattice is used to rearrange the panels. It is a two-component or three-component integer vector in the order (columns, rows, pages) (not (rows, columns, pages)). 
Formaldehyde data
Carbohydrate (ml)
Optical Density
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Common additional graphics parameters
The call to plot on the previous slide included arguments xlab -x axis label ylab -y axis label main -main title on the plot col -color of the plotted points las -axis label style Although not required it is common to use these arguments.
Usually it is easy to get a first cut at a data plot, which may be sufficient for exploratory graphics. Presentation graphics can require considerable experimentation with different settings, involving many cycles of editing and rerunning the code. Creating file of R code that can be edited and rerun using R BATCH is a good idea.
Adding lines to plots
We often use scatter plots to picture relationships between variables then procede to fit statistical models representing these relationships. The lines and abline functions can be used to add lines to a data plot depicting scatterplot smoothers -a smooth curve generated from the y versus x data. This is added to enhance visualization of the y x relationship.
predictions from fitted models -a fitted simple linear regression model can be added directly to a plot with abline.
For more complicated models, use predict to create (x, y) pairs to add to the plot with lines. 
Logarithmic axes
The plot of the stopping distance versus speed for the cars data shows a curvilinear relationship. It also hints at increasing variance in the stopping distance as the speed (and the mean stopping distance) increase.
In cases like this a logarithmic transformation can stabilize the variance and perhaps produce a simpler relationship. The argument log is used to request logarithmic axes. It can take the values "x", "y", or "xy". 
Scatterplots with lattice
The lattice equivalent to plot is xyplot. You must use a formula-data specification with xyplot. Also, you must complete the plot in a single function call. Instead of using multiple calls to plot points then add scatterplot smoothers, etc., you describe all the actions for creating the plot in a panel function passed as the panel argument. There is a scales = list(log = TRUE) argument for xyplot but currently it has no effect.
xyplots conditioned on a factor
One of the most powerful uses of trellis-style graphics is comparing patterns of responses across different groups. For example, the Oxboys data in the nlme package gives the height (cm) of some boys from Oxford, England. Each subject was measured several times throughout his adolescence. The time of measurement was converted to an arbitrary scale centered at the midpoint of the data.
We wish to compare the growth patterns for these boys. To facilitate comparison, the data for each boy is plotted in a separate panel but scale of the axes is the same for each panel. Graphics with R -p.30/37
Scatterplot matrices
Scatterplot matrices are helpful in initial exploration of multivariate data. These provide scatterplots of all pairs of variables in the data and are produced by either the high-level graphics function pairs or the lattice function splom.
Both pairs and splom allow a panel function to be specified. Check the documentation for details. 
Multiple figures per page
We have seen the use of the lattice package to produce multipanel plots where all the panels are related in some way. Occasionally we wish to put multiple unrelated figures on a page. In the high-level graphics, the par function can be used to set the graphics parameters mfrow (multiple figures created row-wise) or mfcol (multiple figures created columnwise) to do this. Graphics with R -p.37/37
